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PARAMETER 

The necessity for constracting in the space of parameters of a system the domain correspou- 
ding to the disposition of the roots of the charuecteristic polynomial inside a unit &de 
arises in many problems, including those relating to the stability of periodic motionm of 
strongly nonlinear dynamic systems. The relationships between pusmeters which include 
the boundaries of the domain of stable solutions can usoally ba found from the conditions 

of nonfulfillment of a system of inequalities constructed in a certain way from the coeffi- 
cients of the characteristic equation. An equation of degree n usually requires the investi- 
gation of up to !&I **candidates*’ for the aforementioned boundaries [I to 51. 

In [6 and 7f the author proposes a method requiring the construction of jnat three “candi- 

dates” (N+, N, 

“candidates” 

and N+,) for the boundaries of the stability domain; the equations of these 

are obtained from the characteristic polynomial x(z) = 0 by substituting into 

it the values 2 = + 1, 2 = - 1, and z = er 4, respectively. In constructing N 4 it is neces- 

sary to isolate the real and imaginary parts of Expression ~(t f 4) = 0 and to investigate 

the corresponding stability boundary in parsmeteric form (04 +6,< n). This can be difficult 
in the case n > 3 (see [8 to Xl]). The relationship between the coefficients of x(z) which 
include the boundary N4 constructed in 1121 d oes not retain the advantages of the paramet- 
ric form of definition, i.e. the conditions of isolation of the parasitic part and the shading 
mle. 

We propose to derive the equation for N4 in the form of an explicit relationship among 

the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial which retains the above advautages. We 

shall also consider the structure of the parameter space in the n~~bo~ood of certain 
special configurations whose equations are more readily amenable to investigation than the 
equations of N-surfaces. This enables us to simplify the construction of the stability do- 
main and to investigate (in certain cases) the dependence of atability on the parameters. 

1. Let the characteristic equation 

~(2)=aOz~+a~,z~-~+...+a,*z+a,EO (1.1) 

for certain values of its red coefficients have two conjugate roots lying on a circle of unit 

radius. In this case Eq. (1.1) must have as one of its factors the product 

(2 - e’s) (2 - e-+4 = za + pz + 1 

in which the real parameter p E (- 2, + 2). Hence, the valuea of the coefficients ok satir 
fy the equation of N+ if Eq. 

Equating terms with equal powers of t in (1.2) and successively eliminating the coeffl- 
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ciellt~ i)n,*.*, b, from the system, we arrive at the following parametric Eqm. for A’@ 

Fa @I = 01 + arfl (P) + %h (PI 8 l ** + 4, h-1 @I = 0 0.3) 
6 @I = a0 + 41 (IO -I- 4 ($4 + **f + 4lfn ($9 = 0 

By )-&t (k = 1, 2,..., n) we denote polynomials of degree k in p, 

- 1 - Ph. It=-fl-PPfs,...,f*=-~frr-r-PPfrcl 

In the~:~e~~~wo~~o~t~, s’ + mtd e”‘, 

cw 

we require fulfillment not only of (1.3). but also 
of the following Eqa. which result from (1.3) upon the mnbatitutiott of coefficients ao + on, 
. . . . a* -, ~u_~,..., on * ao: 

F,,* (PI= a,_1 +a,flfP)+*..-t4f,_~(P)=O $5) 

@o’ (PI = 0, + “n__l fl (P) f * * * + a0 f, (PHJ 

In order to obtain the equation for N+ in the form of au explicit relationship among the 
coefficient8 ok, we eliminate p by aucceaaively reducing Eqa. (1.3) and (I.51 with the aid 
of the tranaformationa 

@$+I = aO 
(f) @ (j) * l 

j - On-j i’ Fj+l= 00 fjf F 
f - S-j 

(9 F~* 

@;+I = a0 
(j) F l (1) Fj F. * = uo(j) i+* - O,,p Qj 

(qt = Q (if4 
j - "n-j , 1+1 

After eech tr~afo~ation (X.6), ayatema (1.3) and (1.5) contain polynomiala f&P) lower 
by one degree. The coefficienta o,(f) here coincide exactly with the corresponding coeffi- 
cients obtafnod in conatrncting the Schur inequslitiea [13 and 141. After n - 2 reductiona 
(1.6) we arrfve at Eqs. 

,,(n-rl) _ pcEl(n+f = 0 

u,(n4~_psa(n-8)=~ 

,p-2) - pl(**)+(p-1) #')=o 

Eliminating p from (1.71, we bbtein 

~lfn~~-~p(l~*-8~+(p~-~)uo(n-~~~~ 
0.7) 

Eq. of N,+,, 

Q(n-)) - Idlo(a-~) =: 0, 1 a,(- / a*(- I f$2 W3) 

The additional inequality 1 p 1 < 2 isolates on the surface CZ~(“‘~) = CZ~(“-~) the portion 
which irr the boundary N+ from the ao-called parasitic part corresponding to the roota ztil = 
I 1 which do not lie on the unit circle. 

According to Schur’s rule, the necessary and sufficient conditions whereby all the roots 
of polynomial (1.1) lie inaide the unit circle are the inequalities 

Hance, in conatrncting the bonndarier of the stability domain it ia sufficient to consider 
the violadon of the pennltfmate condftfon of Schor’a ineqaaIity, when or2 /oc2 = + 1 
(this ia aaaociated with the appearance of the pair of complex conjugate roota e’d, IV’+) 
and tho two relationa xf+ 1) = 0 and x(- 1) - 0 l aaociated with the appearance of the roota 
x-+landru-1. 

Clearly, the atability domain can lie only on that aide of N# for whioh the penultimate 
Schur inequality, i.o.’ o;‘~/aoa’2 < 1, is fnlfillsd l trfctly. 

The above inequality deffnea the shading rule. 
lo. conatntcting the characteristic equation in the form of a deteuninaat we can obtain 

the penultimate Schnr iaaqnality without radaoiag the equation to potynomid form uoiitg the 
fotlntllu of [14l. 

For srmtplo, let tta mite out the equationa of the surfacea N+, N, , and N# for e charao. 
tariodc third+gree polynomiil (Ll), 
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The aide of N+ correspondingto the entry of the roota a iid, into the unit circle is de= 

fined by the inequality 

Eqs. of N+, N, and N 4 for a fourth-degree polynomial are: 

4+4+~faeYa4=fJ, 4-a~+4-%+a4=0 
&ii) 

(00 - a013 Cti + a4 - ar) - (a~ - Ww - aoat) = 0, I (a3 - 01) /(a,- 031 G 2 

The aide of IV4 corresponding to the entry of the roots a *r+ into the unit circle is de- 

fined by the inequality 

4(ao’ - dl (a0 - 4) - (aa -* atar) (OO~S - mar) 
(43% - a#)” - faoas - ad3 

<i (1 S2) 

2. The hypersurfacea N+, N_, and N4 divide the parameter apace of the dynamic ayr 

tern into domains I), , where the auhacript k denotes the number of roots of the characteds- 
tic polynomial inside the unit circle. The general method of solving the problem of D-decom- 

position with respect to the unit circle is described in [6 and 71. In constructing just the 

stability domain Da there is no need to construct those portions of the N-surfaces which 
are not its boundaries. In some caaea the determinstion of the position of the stability do- 
main and the investigation of the qualitative dependence of stability on the parameters are 
facilitated substantially by a knowledge of the structure of the parameter space in the neigh- 
borhood of multiple configurations whose equations are usually more amenable to analyaia 

than the equations of the N-surfaces. 
We shall call the points of the parameter apace of a dynamic system “puametric points”. 

By an s-tuple point we mean a point lying on the boundary between the domains Dk,..., D,+, 

the maximum difference between whose subscripts is S. Construction of the stability domain 

can be conveniently begun with the determination of the multiple points aud the inveatiga- 
tion of the values at these points of the remaining n - s roots of x(z) = 0. If these root6 
lie inside the unit circle or if s = n, then the stability domain lies in the neighborhood of an 

s-tuple point. It must be noted that in considering D, in the parameter apace of a dynamic 

system the value of s depends aubatantially on the actual choice of variable parametera aud 

of the wey in which the coefficients of the polynomial depend on theae parmnetera. It ia 
clear that by suitable choice of one of ?he variable paremetera fin paaaing from the conai- 
deration of a multidimensional parameter apace to the investigation of a one-dimendonal 
apace) au s-tuple parametric point can be made a O-tuple point. For this reaaon the conaider- 
ation of multiple s-configurations must be related to a specific dimenaionality of the perr 
meter apace. 

Omitting proofs, let us formulate the characteristics of certain multiple points of the 
dynamic system parameter apace p, X, v,... We shall aaaume that the function ~(2, p, XI...) 
is continuous and that it can be differentiated the required number of times with respect to 
z and with respect to the parameters p, A,... 

19 A parametric point of the surface N+ or N, is singular in the onrdimeaaional 

apace p if at this point 

XpW. x;$:o (2.Q 
The chauge in the parameter p associated with transition from the domain D, into the 

domain D,+l satisfies the condition 

2O. A parametric point of the rmrface N+ is double in the oncrdimenaional apace p if at 

thia point 

x,tl’+o. x&3=0 (2.3) 



The change in the puamatar p ‘associated with transition from the domsin D, into the 
domain I),+, l atiafiaa the inequality 

(X, * I’ XJ * pt% > 0 (2.4) 

We note that computation of the derivative ~,a’ can be avoided by determining which 
aide of N# is associated with I),+, from the sha d ing rule 0~(~‘2)/a~(a-2) < f or from a con- 
sideration of X(Z) in the neighborhood of a multiple point for s suitably chosen variable 
parameter fi (see Example 3.2). 

3O. A parametric point belonging to the intersection of the surfaces N+ and N-t is a 
double point in the plane g, h if at this point 

(Xz’),.~#O, (X;Ll# 0, 8 3 (xp’)+l’ (xi)+1 # 0 I C;c,‘Lp (X&‘Ll I (2.5) 

The change in the parameters associated with transition to a domain with a larger num- 
ber of roots inside the unit circle satisfies the condition 

for k = Con&, (xx’)+1 # 0 (2.t-Q 

4O. A parametric point of the surface N+ or N, is double point in the parameter plane 
~1, X if at thia point 

The surface N+ “begins” at the indicated points of the surface N+ or N,. Transitions 

from these points into a domain with the largest number of roots inside the unit circle are 
associated with fulfillment of the condition 

(z&‘~aa& dp < 0 for A:= cona& Xr#’ 0 (2.8) 

59 A parametric point of intersection of the surfaces N+ and N,# (or N_ and N+) is a 

triple point in the plane cc, X if the roots I = c *fraud z = 1 (or t = - 1) are simple at this 
point and if the intersecting surfaces do not come in contact either with the parameter 
plane or with each other. 

Here and below tbs anslytic conditions for determining the signs of the parameter chan- 
gea which lead into the domain with the largest number of roota inside the unit circle will 
not be given here bscaoae of the difficulty of their practical application. In these cases it 
ia more expedient to conaider x(z) on the N-surfaces or their intersections directly. 

6’. A point of ths m&ace N+ or N, is a triple point in the parameter apace gr X, v if 
at thia point 

x2- * ‘-0 X22 R -‘O -c * xzu” # 0 

(2.9) 

3. E x a m p 1 e 3.1. Let UE construct the stability domain Da in the apace of coeffi- 
cianta fl, h, v of the tbird-degrea chuacterintic polynomial (*I 

x (a, CID A, v) = E-&jU’dk+v=O (3.1) 

The equationa of the mrfacss N+, N,, and Nd, cur be writtan in accordance with (1.9) 
aa 

i+p+Ax+v=o, --1+p -3*+v=o B3.2) 

tf--(v--IL)9~-1=0* IP-VI<2 
Since one of the determinants of (2.91, i.e. 

*) A construction of Da with ths aid of the Horwita criterion will be found in [ 11. 
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is different from zero, the stability domain I), lies in the neighborhood of the triple points 
of the surfaces N+ and N, corresponding to the triple root I I 1 and I = - 1. The coordin- 

ates of these points can be found from Eqs. X= 0 xs! = 0 and x:s = 0. These coo;dinatas 
tumoutto bep=- 3,~=3,v=-l(thepointM,)forN+andy=3,~=3,~=1(thcpoint 

M,) for N_. 
The change in the parameter X = 3 + d A in the neighborhood of the above points which 

leads into D, can be determined from the variation of the third root along the lines x= 0 

and x; = 0 corresponding to the double root z = 1 and r = - 1. Eqs. of these lines are 

Characteristic polynomial (3.1) on these lines can be written as 

(z - f)‘d (z - q) = 0, (z + if% (z + V) = 0 

This implies that the domain OS is associated with d h < 0. 

The sign of the change in the parameter ,U associated with entry into D, can be found 

from condition (2.8)) by considering the neighborhood of the points r+ and r_ for h = 3 + 

+dhandv=const, sinceXi= 1 f 0. In the neighborhood of the point r+ we have p = - 3 - 

- dX/Z, and condition (2.8), 

( Az~v’xzz”) dcI = - 2zi (62 + 2p) dp < 0 

is fulfilled for d& > 0. In the neighborhood of the point r_ (cr = 3 + d X/2) it is fulfilled for 

dp < 0. Thus, the domain D, lies in the neighborhood of the point M, for dp > 0, dA < 0, 
and in the neighborhood of the point M, for d,u < 0, dA,< 0 (Fig. lo and b). 

a) A-3 b) A=2 cl A=! 

Fig. 1 

$1 A=0 

As the parameter A decreases, the plane-section domain D, becomes simply connected 

upon the appearance of a double point of the node type on the boundary N# (3.2) (Fig. 1 c). 

The coordinates of the double point M, can be found from Eqs. f = 0, fi = 0, md f c- 0, 

They turn out to be p = 0, h = 1, v = 0. With further decreases in X the plane section of the 

stability domain contracts and vanishes at the triple points of intersection of the surfaces 

N+, ii’_, andN~:M,~~=:l,~=-l,u=-l~,M~(~=-1,~=-1,u=1~,i.e.inrhc 

cross section A= - 1 (Fig. Id and e). 
The segments of N+, N, and N+ which are not boundaries of D, appear in Fig. 1 in or- 

der better to illustrate the qualitative dependence of the stability domain on the parameters. 

The broken curves in Fig. ld represent the relationships betwean p and u obtained in cons- 
tructing the stability domain from the conditions of violation of Schur’s conditions. Some of 
these curves have a singular point belonging to the boundary of D,. 

E x a m p 1 e 3.2. The folfowing characteristic equation was obtained in an investiga- 

tion [8] of the stability of motion of an impact damper in symmetrical operation at the reso- 
nance frequency with two impacts per period: 
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I’~(h-22g)x’~(2R--W+Ri’SL.fh--g)r +lP=O 

haw~+v 
( 

trr 

(i + P)’ 
i--d-I-q, ) 

,JW R)@-PI 
i+lr 

Here R ir the f8ctor of velocity restitation after impact (0 < R < I); cr is the relatfve 
m~s of the damper tj.t > 0); d ie &a relative g8p betweea the wllfding m8saes (d > 0). 

In 8ccordance with (1.11) we cmt write the equ8tiona of the N-8arfacea in the space of 
the parraetera ~1, R, 8ad d, Le. 

P 0 z (3.4) 

for N+ 

R’ 1 --- 
d=i+ 8p 2p (3.5) 

for N, 

for N+ 
In order to determine the podtfon of the stability domain DC in the puuneter apace we 

condder the neighborhood of intersection of the doable sarfece N# (3.6) end f3.7), 

R= 1, d= 1 +d/3p (3.3) 

aad investigate the beh8vior of (3.3) along some parcunetric trejectory /.t = con& d 9: conet 
parsing through line (3.8). Since the qualitative picture of disposition of the domains D, 
in the neighborhood of (3.8) does not depead on g in the interval 0 < p < 00, let as take for 
simplicity g = 1, d = 1+ “4 . Eq. (3.3) caul then be written as 

(es + R)” = 0 

Hence, the domain D, conteins the segmt 

IL 4, = d = 1. -+ %d, R < f 

of the chosen parametric trajectory, and the entire stability domain is isolated in the par8- 
meter sp8ce by the inequalities 
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